1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Promoting transition pathways towards low carbon societies can only be achieved through robust climate policy making processes that take into account the various types of risk and uncertainty, which are intertwined with climate change and respective policy design, implementation and acceptance. Climate policy support almost exclusively comes in the form of climate-economy modelling activities, by means of Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs), which have largely contributed to understanding the complex interactions between energy, climate, economy and all dimensions of human activity as well as the impacts of potential policy strategies on each one of these modules.

In order to capture these interactions, the structure of these models has grown inevitably and significantly complex, and data unavailability is compensated for by using a number of assumptions as a means of dealing with uncertainty. As a result of this hard-to-follow, exclusively data-driven procedure that is climate-economy quantitative modelling, there is little room for policy makers as well as other key stakeholder groups to provide their insights and experience in order to bridge knowledge gaps. In turn, this exclusion of the human factor from the equation, in combination with said complexity, makes policy makers reluctant to trust and use their results. It is evident that there is significant need for appropriate decision support frameworks towards bridging the gap between experts and modellers.

In this direction, stakeholder engagement and participation has been gaining growing attention in environmental and climate policy studies ([@bib97]) and so has the implementation of different expert-driven decision support approaches ([@bib61]). One such approach can be found in Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA), which is a sub-discipline of Operational Research focusing on supporting policy and decision making in multi-dimensional problem domains, where different alternatives must be assessed against different evaluation criteria, across different dimensions of said domains. Despite the notably late start, due to lack of appropriate guidelines ([@bib10]), MCDA has been gaining increasing attention in the climate policy domain, primarily due to the need for determining parts of scenario inputs (e.g. technological preferences, distinct values for uncertain parameters, possible future socioeconomic developments, climate- and economy-related requirements, etc.) as well as the ever-growing popularity of MCDA frameworks in studies on energy policy ([@bib29]), which expectedly constitutes the core aspect of climate policy: the energy system is the most responsible driver of greenhouse gas emissions ([@bib14]) as well as lies at the heart of all economic activities.

Of course, MCDA encompasses a diverse range of different methodologies, with varying features and based on substantially different approaches, as well as can be implemented across a large number of applications and problem domains. A preliminary objective of this study, therefore, is to critically review climate policy related studies in the multicriteria decision making literature, in order to assess their scope and explore the applicability of different methodological MCDA frameworks in the climate policy domain. Additionally, given the need for integration with other modelling frameworks and tools, the assessment of their capacity to integrate with different approaches is also pursued.

Drawing from the findings of this review, an appropriate MCDA approach is selected. It should be noted, however, that a significant aspect of MCDA, on which the selected framework largely depends, lies in the available capacity to support a number of stakeholders; given that the participation of different stakeholder groups with different types and levels of knowledge of different aspects of the problem domain is desired ([@bib99]), it is of vital importance that the group decision making aspect of MCDA be highlighted. The core aim of this paper, therefore, is to develop a decision support tool that can both support climate policy making by means of an appropriate MCDA methodology and emphasise the desired group decision making aspect. In this context, a Behavioural TOPSIS-oriented methodological framework is introduced and a dedicated spreadsheet-based tool that can support this process, with the capacity of enabling disagreement-driven consensus control and building, is developed and presented. The analytical framework is finally applied in a case study aiming to assess different climate policy instruments against implementation risks in the Greek building, energy and transport sectors towards the desired low carbon transformation.

In this respect, Section [2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} presents the findings of the thorough literature review of MCDA applications in the climate policy literature. Section [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} describes the stages of the developed methodological framework and introduces MACE-DSS (Multiple Alternatives-Criteria-Experts Decision Support System), a dedicated spreadsheet-based tool that can support this framework. An implementation of said framework and application of the tool is carried out in Section [4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}, while Section [5](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} concludes the analysis, by evaluating the tool\'s capacity to deal with the problem at hand as well as its limitations, and presents future prospects.

2. Study area {#sec2}
=============

In this section, we seek to review all studies in the MCDA literature with climate policy implications. The primary objective of this task is to assess the applicability of multiple-criteria decision analysis in the climate policy domain. This is done by looking at the different application areas and economic sectors in which it has been used; exploring the scope and geographic level it can support; evaluating the exhaustiveness and non-redundancy of the evaluation criteria against which the alternative actions have been analysed; appreciating the extent to which risks and uncertainties are adequately included in the analyses; and assessing the featured capacity to integrate with other methodological approaches towards providing more robust results. At a subsequent level and drawing from this analysis, we aim to lay the groundwork for selecting the appropriate methodological frameworks based on the requirements of our analysis. For the purposes of this research, we used the search engines of Scopus, ScienceDirect and Google Scholar and carried out queries for alternative key phrases referring to multiple criteria decision making (such as "multiple criteria", "multicriteria", "MCDA", "MCDM", "decision support") followed by the AND operator and key phrases referring to climate policy ("mitigation", "adaptation", "energy policy", "climate policy", "climate"). Additionally, instead of looking at keywords and phrases revolving around climate policy, we also focused on the sectors of human activity. The "title", "abstract" and "keyword" sections of all retrieved studies were, then, manually reviewed in order to carefully select the pieces of literature that were of interest to our purposes, before thoroughly going through the manuscripts and extract the information in detail, in a structured manner.

The most significant difficulty in effectively supervising the respective literature lies in the growing proliferation of multicriteria analysis approaches and methodological frameworks during the past two decades, both in general and in the context of our problem domain. This is one of the main reasons why individual MCDA frameworks were not queried with regard to their application in climate policy studies, since this would significantly delay the manual selection process. Furthermore, since climate policy has so far been mostly supported by means of Integrated Assessment Models that have the capacity to study very complex sets of economy-, climate-, society-, and energy-associated parameters in detail, MCDA is used as a stakeholder engagement-facilitating framework for complementing integrated climate policy simulation and evaluation approaches or in applications of limited scope. The latter may not explicitly address climate policy selection problems but may very well have implications for climate mitigation and adaptation policies.

Indeed, only nine studies were found to be explicitly carried out in the context of climate mitigation and/or adaptation. Among these studies and with the exception of an evaluation of all EU member states with regard to their greenhouse gas emissions in the agricultural sector ([@bib25]), all focused on evaluating climate policy instruments or strategies: [@bib26] assessed a mix of cross-sectoral climate adaptation options in the Netherlands, [@bib56] delved into the interactions between tourism and climate change by assessing both mitigation and adaptation options in this industry sector, while the remaining studies revolved around primarily mitigation-oriented policy instruments in the energy sector (e.g. [@bib9]; [@bib35]; and [@bib88]), the transport sector ([@bib3]), or in cross-sectoral domains at either a national ([@bib10]) or regional ([@bib49]) level. A significantly larger number of studies were found to be carried out in a diverse number of applications (such as evaluating policies, selecting green projects, assessing decarbonisation technologies, analysing possible future developments, assessing climate change- or policy-related risks, etc.) with obvious implications for climate policy---either by examining policy-related alternatives or by assessing alternative courses of action against strictly-defined environment- and climate-related evaluation criteria. Apart from the latter, the studied multicriteria analyses appear to almost always include economic and societal criteria, as opposed to regulatory criteria that are less frequently used.

From a methodological point of view, said proliferation is reflected on the twenty seven different MCDA frameworks that were found in the reviewed literature. A very interesting outcome of this analysis can be found in the observation of the MCDA evolution trends in the problem domain, by identifying the frequency of adoption of each methodological framework during the past fifteen years ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Among these frameworks, the most popular ones appear to be two pairwise comparison approaches, namely the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and PROMETHEE, and the distance-based TOPSIS methodology. Another straightforward observation concerns some newer methodological frameworks, which have been enjoying increasing attention in the reviewed literature, such as the compromise-oriented VIKOR approach or the disaggregation-aggregation paradigm (like UTASTAR). Among the "traditional" multicriteria analysis techniques, there appear to be some that have remained popular in the wider climate policy domain, like PROMETHEE and the ELECTRE family of methods, while others like AHP or TOPSIS have been gaining more ground of late.Fig. 1Evolution trends of the MCDA methodological frameworks in the studied problem domain, 2003--2017.Fig. 1

[Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} also reflects the growing attention that MCDA, as a sub-discipline of Operational Research, has been gaining lately; it should be noted that this analysis was concluded in May 2017, i.e. there is significant potential for more MCDA studies to be carried out, completed and published later in 2017.

As mentioned in the first section, a key aspect of multiple-criteria decision making can be found in its capacity not only to assess numerous alternatives against multiple criteria in a structured manner but also to support the elicitation of knowledge from a large number of stakeholders, also referred to as group decision making. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} presents the reviewed pieces of literature that feature group decision making, classified by methodological framework, with a focus on the different types of evaluation criteria employed in the respective analyses.Table 1Overview of group decision making MCDA frameworks used in climate policy-related studies. Italic formatting indicates studies with multiple frameworks, either in different stages of the analysis or in a comparative manner. Asterisk (\*) indicates sensitivity analysis.Table 1Methodological ApproachStudyType of Evaluation CriteriaSector of human activityFinancialEnergyEnv/mentalRegulatorySocietalTech/calAHP([@bib3])✓✓✓✓Transport([@bib7])✓✓✓✓✓✓Power([@bib8])✓✓✓✓✓✓Power*(*[@bib9]*)\**✓✓✓✓✓Power*(*[@bib10]*)*✓✓✓✓Agriculture; Power; Transport*(*[@bib16]*)*✓✓✓Power*(*[@bib23]*)\**✓✓✓✓Power([@bib42])✓✓Transport*(*[@bib49]*)*✓✓✓All sectors*(*[@bib58]*)*✓✓✓Power*(*[@bib69]*)*✓✓Transport*(*[@bib78]*)*✓✓✓✓✓Power([@bib84])✓✓✓✓Transport*(*[@bib90]*)\**✓✓✓✓✓Power([@bib91])\*✓✓✓✓Power([@bib103])\*✓✓✓✓✓Power  ANP*(*[@bib15]*)\**✓✓✓✓✓Power*(*[@bib81]*)*✓✓Transport([@bib94])✓✓✓✓✓✓Power  ARAS*(*[@bib90]*)\**✓✓✓✓✓Power  DEMATEL*(*[@bib15]*)\**✓✓✓✓✓Power  ELECTRE([@bib35])✓✓✓Power([@bib45])✓✓✓✓✓Power([@bib56])\*✓✓✓Industry  Fuzzy AHP([@bib38])✓✓✓✓Power*(*[@bib46]*)\**✓✓✓✓Power([@bib52])\*✓✓✓✓Power*(*[@bib75]*)\**✓✓✓✓Industry; Transport  Fuzzy ANP([@bib72])✓✓✓✓Power  Fuzzy MCDM([@bib17])✓✓✓✓Buildings; Power; Transport([@bib24])✓✓✓✓Power  Fuzzy PROMETHEE([@bib20])✓✓✓Buildings  Fuzzy TOPSIS*(*[@bib44]*)*✓✓✓Buildings*(*[@bib46]*)\**✓✓✓✓Power([@bib64])✓✓✓✓✓Environment; Power  Fuzzy VIKOR([@bib95])✓Industry  MAUT*(*[@bib49]*)*✓✓✓All sectors  MOORA*(*[@bib69]*)*✓✓Transport  Multi-Objective Goal Programming*(*[@bib23]*)*✓✓✓✓Power  Multi-Objective Linear Programming*(*[@bib76]*)\**✓✓✓✓✓Power  Point Allocation Method*(*[@bib100]*)*✓✓✓✓Power  PROMETHEE*(*[@bib10]*)*✓✓✓✓Agriculture; Power; Transport([@bib31])✓✓✓✓([@bib36])✓✓✓✓Buildings*(*[@bib69]*)*✓✓Transport([@bib93])\*✓✓✓✓✓Power([@bib96])\*✓✓✓✓Industry*(*[@bib100]*)*✓✓✓✓  SMART*(*[@bib9]*)\**✓✓✓✓✓Power*(*[@bib49]*)\**✓✓✓All sectors  TOPSIS([@bib12])\*✓✓✓✓Power*(*[@bib15]*)\**✓✓✓✓✓Power*(*[@bib44]*)*✓✓✓Buildings*(*[@bib58]*)*✓✓✓Power([@bib59])✓✓✓✓✓Environment*(*[@bib81]*)*✓✓Transport  UTASTAR([@bib67])✓✓✓✓✓✓Power([@bib68])✓✓✓✓✓✓Power  VIKOR*(*[@bib16]*)\**✓✓✓Power([@bib75])\*✓✓✓✓Industry; Transport*(*[@bib78]*)*✓✓✓✓✓Power*(*[@bib81]*)*✓✓Transport  Weighted Sum Method([@bib26])✓✓All sectors*(*[@bib44]*)*✓✓✓Buildings*(*[@bib76]*)\**✓✓✓✓✓Power([@bib79])\*✓✓✓Power

As mentioned earlier, multiple-criteria decision making cannot replace integrated assessment modelling activities but, given the need to bridge the gap between modellers and stakeholders, it can significantly enhance climate policy support processes. In order to do so, MCDA studies are usually carried out in a focused manner, in one or multiple greenhouse gas emitting sectors of economic activity and in application areas that are not limited to evaluating climate policy instruments. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} also records the sector of human activity in which group MCDA has been applied, including agriculture, buildings, environment, industry, power and transport.

Although risk assessment appeared to be carried out in very few of the reviewed pieces of literature (e.g. [@bib11]), other researchers pursued to analyse risks in respective frameworks, such as the Benefits -- Opportunities -- Costs -- Risks framework ([@bib94]; and [@bib103]), as well as assess uncertainties in various approaches, with the most prominent one being Monte Carlo Analysis ([@bib5]; and [@bib86]).

MCDA is claimed to be a process that can bring stakeholders, i.e. decision makers, closer to the decision and policy support process. Sometimes, however, the employed MCDA framework is far too complex for stakeholders to understand or analysts to elicit and process the experts\' input, or the large number of alternatives or criteria make the engagement process significantly harder. These conditions usually dictate the utilisation of a stakeholder-friendly yet simpler approach, such as the AHP, or the employment of appropriate communication techniques, like Delphi (e.g. [@bib100]) or Input-Output Analysis (e.g. [@bib43]).

As far as its capacity to be used as part of an integrated assessment approach is concerned, MCDA appears to have successfully complemented both quasi-quantitative modelling frameworks, like fuzzy cognitive mapping (e.g. [@bib8]), and purely quantitative modelling activities, such as IAMs ([@bib5]), energy system models (e.g. [@bib86]), climate analysis models ([@bib44]), and portfolio analysis ([@bib2]).

Finally, with regard to their geographic scope, most climate policy-related MCDA studies appear to have been carried out in Europe on a national level, with only a few on an EU- ([@bib5]; and [@bib11]) or regional level ([@bib49]; and [@bib100]) and one study focusing on two countries across different regions ([@bib103]). [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} summarises the geographic scope of the reviewed studies.Table 2Geographic scope of MCDA studies with climate policy implications.Table 2Application AreaRegion of Case StudyAfricaNorth AmericaCentral and South AmericaAsiaEuropeEvaluating policy instruments and strategies([@bib59])\
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From both Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, it is evident that almost all MCDA studies focus on one specific sector, with the exception of three studies that assess cross-sectoral climate policy instruments, as well as two technology assessment analyses ([@bib17]; and [@bib75]). We can also see that policy evaluation MCDA studies appear fairly distributed across the numerous sectors, whereas the scope of all other multicriteria analyses appears to be dominated by the power sector, which is followed by transportation. As far as application areas are concerned, technology assessment seems to be the primary objective the most, followed by policy evaluation.

3. Methodology {#sec3}
==============

Drawing from the results of our analysis, the Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution or TOPSIS ([@bib41]) multicriteria analysis method was selected to be used as the principal component of our methodological framework. TOPSIS was developed as an alternative to the ELECTRE family of methods and is a compensatory aggregation method, which is based on the principle that the selected action must feature the shortest geometric distance from the positive ideal solution and the largest from the negative ideal solution. The TOPSIS approach includes the formulation and normalisation of the decision (alternatives against criteria) table, the calculation of the weighted decision table, the determination of the positive (for benefit-associated criteria) and negative (for cost-associated criteria) ideal solutions, and the calculation of the distance of each alternative from these solutions, towards reaching a final ranking. TOPSIS was later extended by [@bib18], by introducing a vertex method for calculating the distance between two triangular fuzzy numbers, thus developing Fuzzy TOPSIS, which was further extended to handle different types of input data ([@bib21]; [@bib19]).

As can be seen in Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, there have been a large number of TOPSIS and Fuzzy TOPSIS applications in the climate policy literature, showing a diverse set of application areas as well as economic sectors and evaluating alternative actions against criteria of a diverse set of evaluation axes. Part of the reasons behind selecting TOPSIS is summarised in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}. One of these reasons is that TOPSIS appears to feature the most balanced distribution of individual and group decision making applications, a fact that indicates its capacity to support any MCDA problem, regardless of the number of stakeholders that must participate in the decision making process. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis has been carried out in many of these studies, leading to enhanced robustness of their results. But, most importantly, and in line with the core objective of this study, TOPSIS features the largest number of applications in which the multiple-criteria decision making method is integrated with a quantitative modelling framework. In fact, with the exception of two studies that used two different MCDA frameworks, namely APIS ([@bib86]) and PROMETHEE ([@bib96]), only TOPSIS has been integrated with purely quantitative modelling frameworks. More specifically, [@bib2] design a hydrogen supply chain through mixed integer linear programming and assess a number of solutions based on their cost, climate mitigation potential and safety risk, by integrating an ε-constraint portfolio analysis approach with TOPSIS as well as a modified version of TOPSIS (M-TOPSIS). [@bib5] ranked a number of energy policy scenarios in the European Union, by means of two integrated assessment models (WITCH and TIAM-WORLD) and three different multicriteria analysis methodologies (WASPAS, ARAS and TOPSIS), while also applying Monte Carlo simulations for analysing the sensitivity of their results against changes to criterion weights. [@bib12] referred to TOPSIS as featuring a logic closely representing the rationale of human choice and a simple computation process, and linked it with an electricity system model presented in ([@bib13]), a bottom-up linear optimisation model, in order to assess different electricity generation mixes in Tunisia. In a more climate-change-oriented approach, [@bib44] used two climate change models of the National Center for Atmosphere Research, namely the Community Climate System Model 3 and the MM5 mesoscale model, in order to develop 19 different climate change scenarios, which they ranked with Fuzzy TOPSIS. Last but not least, and outside the strictly quantitative climate and energy modelling framework, [@bib59] used the Driving Forces-Pressures-State-Impact-Response (DPSIR) Integrated Environmental Assessment framework to enable their stakeholders to select appropriate indicators, which were later used by their experts to qualitatively design and describe Fuzzy Cognitive Maps; the latter were then quasi-quantitatively simulated and the most optimal scenarios were then ranked in a TOPSIS-oriented MCDA framework.Table 3An overview of modelling-integrated TOPSIS applications used in the climate policy literature. Bold formatting indicates Fuzzy TOPSIS. Italic formatting indicates that other MCDA methods were used in addition to TOPSIS.Table 3StudyStakeholdersSensitivity AnalysisIntegration with modelling frameworks([@bib2])IndividualPortfolio Analysis (ε-constraint)*(*[@bib5]*)*Individual✓Integrated Assessment Modelling (TIAM, WITCH); Monte Carlo Analysis([@bib12])Group✓Electricity System Modelling*(*[@bib15]*)*Group✓([@bib25])Individual***(***[@bib44]***)*GroupClimate System Modelling (CCSM3; MM5)*(***[@bib46]***)*Group✓***(*[@bib53]*)*Individual✓*(*[@bib58]*)*Group([@bib59])GroupFuzzy Cognitive Mapping; Integrated Environmental Assessment (Driving Forces--Pressures--State--Impact--Response)**(**[@bib64]**)Group***(*[@bib74]*)*Individual✓**(**[@bib80]**)Individual***(*[@bib81]*)*Group**(**[@bib83]**)Individual✓***(*[@bib89]*)*Individual([@bib87])Individual

Despite the fact that there exist a plethora of MCDA approaches (e.g. PROMETHEE, ELECTRE, AHP, UTA, etc.) ([@bib37]), the outcomes of the literature analysis summarise part of the logic behind selecting the TOPSIS multicriteria method as the heart of our methodological framework. Furthermore, as [@bib47] and [@bib85] note, TOPSIS features a sound logic that represents the rationale of individual choice; simultaneously considers both the ideal and the anti-ideal solutions; and employs a systematic, explicit and easily programmable computation procedure. Unlike pairwise comparison methods, it also allows for a large number of both criteria and alternatives. Aside from the recorded advantages and the domain popularity of the method, as indicated by the results of the literature review, the selection of TOPSIS was also motivated by the availability of its methodological extensions in the fuzzy environment, facilitating the prospective enhancement of the tool, as well as its capacity to effectively tackle the problematic of interest, which is ranking the alternatives. Finally, despite its 36-year presence in the MCDA discipline and driven by the need to include the notion of loss aversion behaviour, the TOPSIS framework was recently further enhanced by part of the research team that originally introduced it, producing Behavioural TOPSIS ([@bib104]). In fact, it is this specific variation of TOPSIS that was included in the presented methodological framework, since it additionally incorporates the decision makers\' behavioural tendency to avoid loss and enables easy sensitivity analysis of results against changes in the attribute weights and loss aversion ratios.

The proposed approach comprises three stages: (a) unification of input data, (b) multi-criteria analysis, and (c) consensus control. In this respect, a spreadsheet-based tool, MACE-DSS, has been developed, featuring the capacity to deal with problems of up to 12 alternatives, against up to 12 criteria, evaluated by up to 12 decision makers; to assess either of two different linguistic term scales; to assign criteria and expert weights; as well as to specify the consensus control thresholds. The user is only required to fill in the input data in the first sheet, including expert judgment for each alternative against each criterion, as well as the number of alternatives, criteria and experts, the thresholds, the selected scale, and the criteria and expert weights.

These three stages are described in detail in the sub-sections below.

3.1. Data unification {#sec3.1}
---------------------

Since the original TOPSIS and Behavioural TOPSIS frameworks work with numerical data and given that certain stakeholders may either be reluctant to provide their insights in a purely numerical scale or find it hard to express them in such a scale because of the qualitative nature of such opinions ([@bib1]; [@bib33]), the option of providing input into linguistic variables has been commonly used in the literature and in our case must be provided for. However, before proceeding to a multicriteria analysis, there must be consistency among the input data.

As a result, all data is initially transformed into a uniform numerical scale. The analyst may choose a specific numerical scale and an appropriate linguistic term scale, so that every decision maker is free to provide their input into whichever scale they feel more comfortable with. The terms of the linguistic scale are matched with discrete numbers of the numerical scale and the final input is numerical.

Given that numerical input can be continuous whereas linguistic variables are discrete, MACE-DSS also allows for assessing a hybrid input model, aimed at decision makers who wish to provide their input into the form of a linguistic term "and then some", in order to compensate for the precision gap between the two types of input.

3.2. Multi-criteria analysis {#sec3.2}
----------------------------

The multi-criteria analysis is largely based on the Behavioural TOPSIS methodological framework. The TOPSIS model ([@bib41]) includes the following steps:1.Designing the decision matrix $A$ ([Equation 1](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), which comprises alternatives and evaluation criteria$$A = \begin{bmatrix}
x_{11} & x_{1n} \\
x_{m1} & x_{mn} \\
\end{bmatrix}$$where $A_{1},\ A_{2},\ \ldots,\ A_{m}\ ,\ \ i = 1,2,\ldots,m$ are the alternatives, $C_{1},C_{2},\ \ldots,\ C_{n},\ \ j = 1,2,\ \ldots,\ n,$ are the criteria and $x_{ij}$ is the score of alternative $A_{i}$ against criterion $C_{j}$.2.Calculating the normalised decision matrix $R$ ([Equation 2](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}), where each element can be calculated as follows:$$r_{\text{ij}} = \frac{x_{\text{ij}}}{\sqrt{\sum_{i = 1}^{m}x_{ij}^{2}}}$$where $r_{ij}$ represents the normalised score of $A_{i}$ against criterion $C_{j}$.3.Calculating the weighted normalised matrix $P$, by multiplying the normalised matrix $R$ with the relevant weights. The weight vector $W = \left\lbrack {w_{1},w_{2},\ldots,w_{n}} \right\rbrack$ consists of individual weights $w_{j}$ for each criterion $C_{j}$ that satisfy the constraint shown in [Equation 3](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{j = n}w_{j} = 1$$

The weighted normalised value $p_{ij}$ can then be calculated ([Equation 4](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}).$$p_{ij} = w_{j\ } \times \ ri_{j}$$4.Determining the positive ideal $P^{+}$ (positive impact criteria) and negative ideal $P^{-}$ (negative impact criteria) solution vectors (Equations [5](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [6](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, respectively), by calculating the positive and negative ideal solutions for each criterion (Equations [7](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [8](#fd8){ref-type="disp-formula"}), respectively).$$P^{+} = \left( {p_{1}^{+},p_{2}^{+},\ldots,p_{n\ }^{+}} \right)$$$$P^{-} = \left( {p_{1}^{-},p_{2}^{-},\ldots,p_{n\ }^{-}} \right)$$$$p_{i}^{+} = \ \left\{ {\left( {\text{max}\ p_{ij\ },\ j\ \mathit{\varepsilon}\ J} \right)\ or\ \left( {\min p_{ij},\ j\ \mathit{\varepsilon}\ J\text{´}} \right)} \right\}$$$$p_{i}^{-} = \ \left\{ {\left\{ {\text{min}\ p_{ij\ },\ j\ \varepsilon\ J} \right\}\ or\ \left\{ {\max p_{ij},\ j\ \varepsilon\ J\text{´}} \right\}} \right\}$$where $J$ represents positive impact criteria and $J\text{´}$ represents negative impact criteria.5.Calculating the distance of each alternative from the positive ideal solution ([Equation 9](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and the negative ideal solution ([Equation 10](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"}).$$S\ _{\iota}^{+} = \ \sqrt{\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{n}\left( {p_{ij} - p_{j}^{+}} \right)^{2}}$$$$S\ _{\iota}^{-} = \ \sqrt{\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{n}\left( {p_{ij} - p_{j}^{-}} \right)^{2}}$$6.Finally, calculating the relative closeness $D_{i}$ to the ideal solution for each $A_{i}$, as shown in [Equation 11](#fd11){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$D\ _{i} = \frac{S\ _{i}^{-}}{S\ _{i}^{+} + \ S\ _{i}^{-}}$$

Straying from the original TOPSIS model, Behavioural TOPSIS acknowledges the relationship between the distance from the ideal (or positive ideal) solution $S\ _{\iota}^{+}$ and the distance from the anti-ideal (or negative ideal) solution $S\ _{\iota}^{-}$, by considering the former as the opportunity loss and the latter as the gain earned from taking solution $A_{i}$ instead of the anti-ideal solution. A loss aversion rate is thus defined in [Equation 12](#fd12){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\lambda = \frac{Change\ in\ Gain}{Change\ in\ Loss} = \frac{\Delta S^{-}}{\Delta S^{+}}$$where the behaviour is risk-seeking for $\lambda < 1$, neutral for $\lambda = 1$, and risk-averse for $\lambda > 1$. The risk aversion behaviour can be configured in MACE-DSS. Finally, the value function for each alternative is given by [Equation 13](#fd13){ref-type="disp-formula"}, based on which the alternatives are ranked.$$V = S^{-} - \lambda S^{+}$$

In group decision making processes, aggregating input is one of the most critical aspects ([@bib51]). For the purposes of developing a group decision making decision support tool, the proposed approach involves utilising the Behavioural TOPSIS methodological framework twice, one for aggregating the individual preference models of the stakeholders into a global model, and another one for assessing the global model towards reaching a final ranking. This approach is presented in ([@bib50]), although that particular study used the Fuzzy TOPSIS approach based on triangular fuzzy numbers.

In this approach, after eliciting all decision makers\' knowledge and unifying it into a consistent numerical scale, the Behavioural TOPSIS model is used for each one of the $l$ decision makers and a relative closeness matrix (Global Closeness, or $GC$) is formulated so as to incorporate all individual preference models ([Equation 14](#fd14){ref-type="disp-formula"}).$$GC = \begin{bmatrix}
C_{1}^{1} & C_{1}^{l} \\
C_{m}^{1} & C_{m}^{l} \\
\end{bmatrix}$$

Furthermore, if there have been determined weights for each of the stakeholders and based on the respective weight vector $WE = \left( we_{1},we_{2},\ \ldots,we_{l} \right)$, one can then calculate the weighted global model matrix ([Equation 15](#fd15){ref-type="disp-formula"}).$$WGC = \begin{bmatrix}
{we_{1}C_{1}^{1}} & {we_{1}C_{1}^{l}} \\
{we_{1}C_{m}^{1}} & {we_{1}C_{m}^{l}} \\
\end{bmatrix}$$

Alternatively, the user may select a different Behavioural TOPSIS-oriented approach, in which the weighted sum method (WSM) is implemented towards reaching one single score for each alternative against each criterion, thereby aggregating the scores of all decision makers, and then the Behavioural TOPSIS framework is implemented once towards reaching the final ranking. This approach has been suggested by ([@bib18]), for the original TOPSIS method.

For the sake of enhancing diversity and robustness of results, a substantially different approach based on an aggregation and translation model presented in ([@bib39]) is also modelled in the tool, which considers that the final evaluation of alternative actions must be expressed in comprehensible, easy-to-digest linguistic terms. This approach essentially uses the weighted sum method and the 2-tuple linguistic computational model ([@bib54]), a symbolic model that improves other linguistic modelling approaches in several ways ([@bib77]), by translating aggregated data into comprehensible information while ensuring that no loss of data occurs in the process:•The linguistic computational model based on linguistic 2-tuples carries out linguistic computational processes easily and without loss of information.•The linguistic domain can be treated as continuous, whilst in the classical linguistic models it is treated as discrete.•The results of the computational processes are always expressed in the initial linguistic domain extended to a pair of values that include the linguistic label and additional information.

To represent the linguistic information, this model uses a pair of values called linguistic 2-tuple *(s, α)*, where *s* is a linguistic term and *α* is a numeric value representing a symbolic translation.Definition 1Let $S = \left\{ s_{0},\ldots,s_{g} \right\}$ be a linguistic term set and β be the result of an aggregation of the indexes of a set of labels assessed in a linguistic term set S, i.e., the result of a symbolic aggregation operation. *β* in \[0,g\], being *g + 1* the cardinality of *S*. Let *i = round(β)* and *α = β - i* be two values, such that *i* in \[−0.5,0.5), then *α* is called a symbolic translation.

The symbolic translation of a linguistic term *s*~*i*~ is a numerical value within \[−0.5, 0.5) indicating the difference of the information between the calculated value $\beta \in \left\lbrack 0,g \right\rbrack$, and its closest element within $\left\{ s_{0},\ldots,s_{g} \right\}$ indicating the content of the closest linguistic term$\left. \ S\ \left( i = round\left( \beta \right) \right. \right)$.

This 2-tuple linguistic representation model extends the use of indexes modifying the fuzzy linguistic approach adding a new parameter, the so-called *symbolic translation*, and representing the linguistic information by means of a linguistic *2-tuple* (s~i~,α) ∈ S × \[−0.5,0.5), being *s* ∈ *S* a linguistic term and *α* ∈ \[−0.5,0.5) a numerical value representing the symbolic translation ([Equation 16](#fd16){ref-type="disp-formula"}).$$a = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{\left\lbrack {- 0.5,\ 0.5} \right),\ ifs_{i} \in \left\{ s_{1\ },\ s_{2},\ldots,s_{g - 1} \right\}} \\
{\left\lbrack {0,\ 0.5} \right),\ if\ s_{i} = \ s_{0}} \\
{\left\lbrack {- 0.5,\ 0} \right),if\ s_{i} = s_{g}} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$

The 2-tuple linguistic model defines a set of functions between linguistic 2-tuples and numerical values that facilitates the accurate computations with linguistic information.Definition 2Let $S = \left\{ {S_{0},\ \ldots,\ s_{g}} \right\}$ be a linguistic term set and $\beta\mathit{\varepsilon}\ \left\lbrack {0,\ g} \right\rbrack$ a value supporting the result of a symbolic aggregation operation. Then the 2-tuple that expresses the equivalent information to $\beta$ is obtained with the function of [Equation (17)](#fd17){ref-type="disp-formula"}*.*$$\left. \Delta:\left\lbrack {0,g} \right\rbrack\rightarrow\ S\  \times \ \left( {- 0.5,\ 0.5} \right) \right.$$$$\Delta\ \left( \beta \right) = \left( {s_{i},\ \alpha} \right),\ with\ \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{s_{i}\ \ i = round\ \left( \beta \right)} \\
{\alpha = \ \beta - i\ \ \alpha\mathit{\varepsilon}\left\lbrack {- 0.5,\ 0,5} \right)} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$where *round* is the usual round operation, $s_{i}$ has the closest index label to $\beta$ and $\alpha$ is the value of the symbolic translation.

For example, for a 5-term scale $\left\{ None,\ Low,\ Medium,\ High,\ Perfect \right\}$ and $\beta = 3.8$, the 2-tuple representation of this information would be $\Delta\left( 3.8 \right) = \left( Perfect, - 0.3 \right)$.Proposition 1Let $S = \left\{ {S_{0},\ \ldots,\ s_{g}} \right\}$ be a linguistic term set and $\left( S_{i},\ \alpha_{i} \right)$ be a linguistic 2-tuple. There is always a $\text{Δ}^{- 1}$ function, such that, from a 2-tuple it returns its equivalent numerical value $\beta\mathit{\varepsilon}\ \left\lbrack \text{0,g} \right\rbrack$ in the interval of granularity of S ([Equation 18](#fd18){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

**Proof**. It is trivial, we consider the following function:$$\left. \Delta^{- 1}:S \times \text{\{} - 0,5,\ 0.5)\rightarrow\left\lbrack {0,g} \right\rbrack \right.$$$$\Delta^{- 1}\left( {s_{i},\ \alpha} \right) = i + a = \beta\ $$

**Remark 1**. From Definitions [1](#enun_Definition_1){ref-type="statement"} and [2](#enun_Definition_2){ref-type="statement"} and [Proposition 1](#enun_Proposition_1){ref-type="statement"}, it is obvious that the conversion of a linguistic term into a linguistic 2-tuple consists of adding a value 0 as symbolic translation: $\left. s_{i}\ \mathit{\varepsilon}\ S\ \Rightarrow\left( s_{i},0 \right) \right.$

This model has a computational technique based on the 2-tuple linguistic representation model that has been widely described in ([@bib54]).

3.3. Consensus control {#sec3.3}
----------------------

Although group decision making is an iterative process in which selection and consensus are intertwined ([@bib22]), consensus control in MCDA is in principal a separate process ([@bib28]). MACE-DSS allows for consensus control, an outlier detection process based on a classical statistical approach, which enables the analyst to easily detect potential disagreements among stakeholders across different stages of the process, in order to polish these disagreements and increase consensus. As a result, the input of the participating decision makers can be evaluated towards reaching valuable insights into their behaviour and, optionally, easily modifying their weights accordingly, in order to balance the perceived bias.

At a very early stage and regardless of the chosen MCDA framework, an analysis per decision maker is carried out based on their input. A horizontal analysis calculates the mean value and standard deviation for each alternative and against all criteria; the standard score is calculated and compared against a set of user-defined thresholds, one for slight and one for large deviation, in which cases the corresponding cell turns yellow and red respectively. The standard score expresses the number of standard deviations by which a value is above or below the mean value. In this respect, the user may select thresholds of their own preference; for example, a threshold of 1.0 reflects value deviation from the mean value by one standard deviation. A standard score above the user-defined upper threshold indicates large deviation, while a standard score between the two thresholds indicates slight deviation. This type of analysis helps to identify whether the expert has provided extreme scores for specific criteria, for each alternative. A vertical analysis calculates the mean value and standard deviation of all alternatives for each criterion; again, by comparing the standard score to the user-defined thresholds, the user can determine whether extreme scores have been elicited for specific alternatives, in each criterion. Additionally, a vertical analysis is also carried out per alternative, in which for every alternative the input of all stakeholders is compared against the mean value and standard deviation of the group for each criterion; this constitutes the most significant early level analysis that MACE-DSS features, since it allows for identifying whether the overall behaviour of a decision maker is in line with the other stakeholders. Such an approach can lead to penalising a stakeholder, by modifying the weight of their input. Stakeholder penalisation is used for cases where stakeholders appear less knowledgeable in a subject than others or where stakeholders employ strategies towards optimising their individual payoff resulting from the process ([@bib101]), and is not uncommon in the MCDA literature (e.g. [@bib102]; [@bib73]).

Finally, for each methodological framework, a post-MCDA analysis is carried out. In this type of analysis, the scores for each criterion have been aggregated---as per respective MCDA framework; as a result, two analyses take place at the $\left\lbrack {Alternatives \times Stakeholder} \right\rbrack$ table, similar to the horizontal and vertical early-level analyses but instead comparing each stakeholder against the others.

The aforementioned consensus control options are displayed in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2Consensus control in MACE-DSS.Fig. 2

4. Example {#sec4}
==========

In order to implement and stress-test the proposed framework, MACE-DSS is applied in a case study aiming to assess twelve climate policy instruments, from the Greek national energy efficiency action plan ([@bib60]), against ten implementation risks in the Greek building, energy and transport sectors towards a low carbon transformation. Six stakeholders participated in the process, the initial weighting of each was determined based on their expertise and position in their organisation: $\left\{ 8,8,9,6,7,6 \right\}$.

Since the weights of the criteria (implementation risks) were not known a priori as well as difficult to directly elicit from the stakeholders, the case study is broken down into two stages: one for determining a ranking of the implementation risks; and another one for assessing the policy instruments against these risks and based on the weights extracted from the ranking of the first stage. In other words, risks initially constitute the set of alternatives and, during the second stage, the set of evaluation criteria. It should be noted that, in the first stage, the loss aversion ratio that Behavioural TOPSIS introduces is not meaningful, since the aim of this stage is to rank risks, and *λ* is set to 1 implying a loss-indifferent behaviour; in the second stage, the goal is to assess policy instruments and a loss-averse behaviour is introduced, as discussed in Section [4.2](#sec4.2){ref-type="sec"}.

4.1. Calculating the importance of implementation risks {#sec4.1}
-------------------------------------------------------

The risks include political inertia and instability, lack of institutional and financial capacity, bureaucracy, lack of trust and societal acceptance, insufficient technical skills, market instability, and inadequate infrastructure. These are evaluated against their likelihood to manifest, the stakeholders\' level of concern over them, the level of their perceived impact on a climate mitigation policy framework, the capacity to mitigate them, and the number of socio-economic pathways (SSPs) they can affect based on the story factors for each SSP (see [@bib65]). Risks were evaluated by stakeholders against all criteria but one: the number of SSPs a risk can influence, which was assessed by the authors and therefore featured no deviation across the stakeholders. The weights for the five evaluation criteria were also determined by the authors ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}).Table 4Stage 1: Implementation risks (alternatives), risk evaluation factors (criteria) and weights.Table 4Alternatives (Risks)Evaluation CriteriaWeightsR1. Political inertiaC1. Likelihood to manifest9R2. Political instabilityC2. Level of concern3R3. Lack of institutional capacityC3. Number of pathways4R4. Lack of financial capacityC4. Impact on policy9R5. BureaucracyC5. Lack of mitigation capacity5R6. Lack of trustR7. Lack of societal acceptanceR8. Insufficient technical skillsR9. Market instabilityR10. Inadequate infrastructure

In order for the stakeholders to evaluate the alternative risks against the five evaluation criteria, a 5-term linguistic scale was used: $\left\{ {None,Low,Medium,High,Extreme} \right\}$. Given that the objective of this process is to reach a meaningful ranking from worst (most significant) to best (least significant) risk, as well as that all evaluation criteria have a negative impact on the risks, we consider that the problem features benefit criteria. After eliciting the information from the decision makers (for example, see Figs. [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), we use MACE-DSS to calculate the rankings for each implementation risk ([Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 3Stakeholders\' input regarding the evaluation of risk R4.Fig. 3Fig. 4Stakeholders\' input regarding the evaluation of risk R7.Fig. 4Table 5Stage 1: Final collective assessment of implementation risks, according to all three supported methodologies.Table 5Alternatives2-tuple WSM x WSM\
([@bib39])TOPSIS x TOPSIS\
([@bib50])WSM x TOPSIS\
([@bib18])Collective assessmentCloseness to ideal solutionCloseness to ideal solutionΔ^−1^(s~n~, α)s~n~αR13.2962H0.29620.04870.0822R22.7894H−0.2106−0.0169−0.0194R32.5712H−0.4288−0.0185−0.0038R42.7568H−0.2432−0.0063−0.0075R52.9614H−0.03860.00960.0257R63.2045H0.20450.01830.0349R72.4894M0.4894−0.0337−0.0259R82.2939M0.2939−0.0357−0.0299R93.1394H0.13940.01590.0324R102.7326H−0.2674−0.00640.0034

As can be concluded by [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}, the three methodological frameworks show large convergence regarding the final ranking of the ten implementation risks; the only slight differences can be observed in ranks 5--8, among all methodologies. The observed convergence enhances the robustness of our ranking. Another useful observation regards the numerical differences among risks for each methodological framework. For example, some deviations in the 2-tuple WSM method might seem insignificant, whereas in Behavioural TOPSIS these are exaggerated; this observation can have significant implications for the sensitivity of the rankings in case different stakeholder preferences are inserted in the tool, as well as the weights derived for the second stage of the case study.

Weights for the implementation risks, as evaluation criteria, in the second stage of the case study are extracted from the results of the principal component of the proposed approach, i.e. the TOPSIS-oriented methodological framework ([@bib50]), as discussed in Section [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}. Before, extracting these weights, however, it is interesting to look at potentially extreme values provided by the six decision makers for specific alternatives ([Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}), for slight and strong deviation from thresholds set at 1.2 (indicated with "†") and 2 (indicated with "‡") respectively.Table 6Stage 1: Post-MCDA Analysis for Behavioural TOPSIS (based on [@bib50]) results.Table 6AlternativesExpert 1Expert 2Expert 3Expert 4Expert 5Expert 6R10.565430.056050.838321.51452†1.130031.18475R20.759710.645621.128781.83305†0.273270.54510R30.532371.145150.084860.016711.20505†1.71627†R40.003680.192271.91835†1.104690.969090.35139R50.683930.297231.81436†1.38426†0.480430.07064R60.600500.374400.968890.888681.74551†0.85083R70.162921.41566†1.32047†0.746340.912880.91398R80.313092.08144‡1.022280.402650.217810.56122R90.486351.39744†0.629210.848231.34613†0.93978R101.58987†0.424961.040920.593030.535761.25279†

This post-MCDA analysis suggests that many experts appear to potentially have provided extreme values for specific alternatives. By delving into the stakeholders\' original input and drawing comparisons between each expert and the group, as part of the consensus control capacity featured by MACE-DSS, we notice that Expert 3 shows the widest disagreement with the group of decision makers ([Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}). As expected, no divergence can be observed with regard to the third evaluation criterion, since it concerns the number of SSPs each risk can affect, a piece of information that is filled in by the authors and is common among all stakeholders.Table 7Stage 1: Comparisons between Expert 3\'s input and the group\'s collective input.Table 7AlternativesC1C2C3C4C5R11.414213562†1.732050808†00.7071067810.707106781R210.70710678100.4472135951R30.4472135951.788854382†01.414213562†0R41.414213562†2.04264872‡01.732050808†0.447213595R510.447213595001.788854382†R612.236067977‡00.7071067811.212678125†R71.212678125†000.4472135950.707106781R81.224744871†1.212678125†00.7071067810.707106781R910.70710678100.7071067810R100.4472135951.212678125†000

Drawing from the above tables, we tried penalising Expert 3, by reducing their weight from 9 to 6 ([Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}). The new multicriteria analysis results showed no difference in respect to the final ranking for the two Behavioural TOPSIS-oriented frameworks and little difference to the 2-tuple WSM-oriented framework. However, numerical results appeared to differ across all three frameworks, to the extent that this might have significant implications for the weights of the risks, when used as evaluation criteria in Stage 2 of the case study. For the purposes of our case study and despite having experimented on expert penalties in this first stage, we extract our risk weights from the original ranking of the main Behavioural TOPSIS-oriented methodology.Table 8Stage 1: Changes in the MCDA results in respect to weight penalty on Expert 3. Bold formatting indicates the methodology and respective results chosen for the second part of the analysis in Section [4.2](#sec4.2){ref-type="sec"}.Table 82-tuple WSM x WSM\
([@bib39])TOPSIS x TOPSIS\
([@bib50])WSM x TOPSIS ([@bib18])Without penaltyWith PenaltyWithout penaltyWith PenaltyWithout penaltyWith PenaltyRankingScoreRankingScoreRankingScoreRankingScoreRankingScoreRankingScoreR13.2962R13.2789**R10.0487**R10.0466R10.0822R10.0822R63.2045R63.2171**R60.0183**R60.0210R60.0349R60.0349R93.1394R93.1593**R90.0159**R90.0186R90.0324R90.0324R52.9614R52.9341**R50.0096**R50.0059R50.0257R50.0257R22.7894R22.7740**R4**−**0.0063**R10−0.0079R100.0034R100.0034R42.7568R102.7228**R10**−**0.0064**R4−0.0128R4−0.0038R3−0.0038R102.7326R42.7073**R2**−**0.0169**R3−0.0180R3−0.0075R4−0.0075R32.5712R32.5715**R3**−**0.0185**R2−0.0193R2−0.0194R2−0.0194R72.4894R72.5130**R7**−**0.0337**R7−0.0299R7−0.0259R7−0.0259R82.2939R82.3106**R8**−**0.0357**R8−0.0322R8−0.0299R8−0.0299

4.2. Evaluating policy instruments {#sec4.2}
----------------------------------

In the second stage of the case study, implementation risks are no longer the alternatives of the problem, but rather the evaluation criteria, weighted based on the results of the first stage. The selected policy instruments ([@bib60]), as well as the evaluation criteria and respective weights (as calculated in Stage 1 and following normalisation in MACE-DSS) are displayed in [Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}.Table 9Stage 2: Policy instruments (alternatives), implementation risks (criteria) and weights.Table 9Alternatives (Policy instruments)Evaluation Criteria (Risks)Weights (%)P1. \"Saving at Home\" ProgrammesR1. Political inertia19.80%P2. \"Saving at Local Authority I and II″ ProgrammesR2. Political instability6.90%P3. \"Energy upgrade of residential buildings\" ProgrammeR3. Lack of institutional capacity7.00%P4. \"Energy upgrade of public buildings\" ProgrammeR4. Lack of financial capacity8.50%P5. \"Energy upgrade of commercial buildings\" ProgrammeR5. Bureaucracy12.00%P6. Training actions for service sector personnelR6. Lack of trust14.30%P7. Diffusion of smart metering systemsR7. Lack of societal acceptance4.70%P8. Energy managers in public buildingsR8. Insufficient technical skills3.90%P9. Replacement of old public and private light-duty trucksR9. Market instability13.80%P10. Replacement of old private vehiclesR10. Inadequate infrastructure9.00%P11. Development of the Metro transport network in ThessalonikiP12. Extension of the Metro transport network in Athens

In a slightly different setting, the alternatives are now evaluated by means of a 7-term linguistic scale: $\left\{ {None,\ Very\ Low,\ Low,\ Medium,\ High,\ Very\ High,\ Perfect} \right\}$. Additionally, a loss-averse behaviour is configured and, as suggested by [@bib104], *λ* is set to 2. Following the same procedure, the results for each methodological framework can be seen in [Table 10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"}. Note that the 2-tuple WSM x WSM approach assumes that the larger the final score, the riskier the policy, contrary to the two cost-driven Behavioural TOPSIS-based frameworks.Table 10Stage 2: Final collective assessment of policy instruments, according to all three supported methodologies.Table 10Alternatives2-tuple WSM x WSM\
([@bib39])TOPSIS x TOPSIS\
([@bib50])WSM x TOPSIS\
([@bib18])Collective assessmentCloseness to ideal solutionCloseness to ideal solutionΔ^−1^(s~n~, α)s~n~αP13.5962H−0,4038−0.10101−0.0990P23.4466M0,4466−0.09801−0.0892P33.6235H−0,3765−0.10227−0.1084P43.1786M0,1786−0.06011−0.0623P53.6886H−0,3114−0.11409−0.1044P62.9473M−0,0527−0.06239−0.0622P73.5885H−0,4115−0.15240−0.1466P83.4718M0,4718−0.12128−0.1173P93.6836H−0,3164−0.14396−0.1341P103.4851M0,4851−0.10756−0.1087P111.8952L−0,10480.090790.0733P121.7993L−0,20070.065210.0525

Again, by looking at comparisons between each expert and the group\'s collective input, we identify that Experts 1 and 6 appear to show the largest differences. [Table 11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"} displays this comparison analysis for Expert 6.Table 11Stage 2: Comparisons between Expert 6\'s input and the group\'s collective input.Table 11AlternativesR1R2R3R4R5R6R7R8R9R10P11.7179†1.2127†2.1106‡1.00000.44720.44720.39741.7179†0.52220.4472P21.00001.2999†2.0426‡0.70710.00000.89440.86601.4142†0.60301.0000P31.2060†0.92852.1106‡0.65470.39741.2247†1.5652†1.5667†0.44720.7071P40.44721.2247†1.7179†1.00000.44720.00000.24251.00000.26731.0000P50.78090.70711.3644†0.70710.60301.2247†1.00001.2127†0.44721.2999†P61.2127†1.2127†0.70710.70711.4142†1.2247†1.6125†1.2247†1.00000.0000P71.9373†1.6977†0.86600.92851.7179†1.9868†0.83411.2127†0.24250.1857P81.6977†1.6977†1.00000.65470.70710.65471.09320.00000.92850.5222P90.26730.68680.00001.00000.65470.24251.00000.24251.7321†1.0000P100.00000.44721.00001.00000.44720.89440.65470.89440.70710.8944P110.44721.2999†1.19211.00000.78090.65470.70711.7678†0.44720.0000P120.92851.2127†0.56980.70710.89441.7678†0.92851.2247†0.00000.2425

By lowering the weights for both experts (1 and 6), the new results can be seen in [Table 12](#tbl12){ref-type="table"}.Table 12Stage 2: Changes in the MCDA results in respect to weight penalties on Experts 1 and 6.Table 122-tuple WSM x WSM\
([@bib39]TOPSIS x TOPSIS\
([@bib50])WSM x TOPSIS\
([@bib18])Without penaltyWith PenaltyWithout penaltyWith PenaltyWithout penaltyWith PenaltyRankingScoreRankingScoreRankingScoreRankingScoreRankingScoreRankingScoreP121.7993P121.7756P110.09079P110.09216P110.0733P110.0750P111.8952P111.8860P120.06521P120.06979P120.0525P120.0553P62.9473P62.9496P4−0.06011P6−0.06391P6−0.0622P6−0.0603P43.1786P43.1911P6−0.06239P4−0.06420P4−0.0623P4−0.0620P23.4466P23.4503P2−0.09801P1−0.09761P2−0.0892P2−0.0874P83.4718P103.4650P1−0.10101P3−0.09896P1−0.0990P1−0.0951P103.4851P83.5036P3−0.10227P2−0.09965P5−0.1044P5−0.1028P73.5885P13.5896P10−0.10756P10−0.10146P3−0.1084P10−0.1030P13.5962P33.6263P5−0.11409P5−0.11778P10−0.1087P3−0.1037P33.6235P73.6422P8−0.12128P8−0.13256P8−0.1173P8−0.1212P93.6836P93.6737P9−0.14396P9−0.14356P9−0.1341P9−0.1311P53.6886P53.6990P7−0.15240P7−0.16883P7−0.1466P7−0.1527

As far as 2-tuple WSM is concerned, it is evident that penalising both experts significantly impacts the final ranking of the policy instruments, between positions 6--10. Regarding the first Behavioural TOPSIS-oriented framework, a similar impact can be observed between positions 3--7. However, enforcing weight penalties on the first and sixth experts has little impact on the second Behavioural TOPSIS-based method, by inverting policies in ranks \#8 and \#9. Of course, the penalty affected the final results of all MCDA frameworks, but without further implications for the ranking of the alternative policy instruments.

It is noteworthy, however, that 2-tuple WSM largely differs from the other two frameworks, which can be attributed to the methodological differences among the respective approaches as well as the large sensitivity of the 2-tuple WSM results across positions \#5-- \#12. Despite these differences in the results of the three frameworks, all analyses agree on the four optimal policy instruments, P11, P12, P6 and P4. As a result, it is safe to conclude that, according to the six stakeholders involved in the case study, investments in the Metro transport network of Athens and Thessaloniki, as well as upgrades in the public building sector and technical training in the service sector, appear to comprise the optimal and most robust policy mix, when taking into account the identified implementation risks.

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

In this paper, we have thoroughly reviewed the contribution of multiple criteria decision analysis frameworks in the climate policy support domain, especially focusing on their group decision making capacity, drawing from the trending necessity to include multiple stakeholders in the climate policy making process. Based on our analysis, we have concluded that TOPSIS appears to be a popular and fitting framework in this problem domain. In this respect, we have proceeded to develop a Behavioural TOPSIS-oriented approach to carrying out multicriteria analyses as well as supervising the consensus of involved stakeholders, and a respective user-friendly spreadsheet-based tool, MACE-DSS.

The proposed approach and tool consist of three key components. First of all, the use of linguistic variables enables the stakeholders to easily and meaningfully provide their knowledge, when evaluating the alternative options, and the capacity to include hybrid information can provide a sense of precision regarding stakeholder input. Secondly, the analysis component allows for dealing with real-world problems by supporting the assessment of up to twelve alternative options against up to twelve evaluation criteria, while involving up to twelve decision makers and comprises three different group decision making multicriteria analysis methodologies; as a result, the analyst can automatically address problems with a diverse set of methods, thereby enhancing the robustness of their results. Finally, MACE-DSS features the capacity to overview and gain insights into the decision makers\' preference models, by means of a number of consensus control analyses, as well as impose weight penalties based on these insights towards balancing the identified collective bias or even re-engaging stakeholders in the aim of eliciting a feedback-driven round of input.

The development of the presented methodological framework and tool was motivated by the need to enhance climate policy making processes and the selection of the supported MCDA methodologies was driven by the need to effectively tackle the challenges associated with this domain. However, exploitation of MACE-DSS should not be limited to supporting climate policy. In fact, the software does not impose domain-related restrictions or limitations and can be applied in close areas---such as energy policy, environmental policy, sustainable development, etc.---as well as other problem domains with similar nature and type of input data, problematic and outcome requirements as well as necessity to include multiple stakeholders.

There currently exist a number of limitations regarding MACE-DSS and, therefore, as many aspects in which the tool can be further improved. These primarily consist of restrictions in the number of alternatives, criteria and stakeholders; and limitations concerning the number of linguistic variables, two scales of which are currently supported. Furthermore, MACE-DSS can be enhanced by incorporating the capacity to handle input in different formats, such as uncertainty-driven intervals (e.g. [@bib55]) or fuzzy preference relations (e.g. [@bib40]); and integrating a more diverse set of consensus control and robustness indices.

Most importantly, MACE-DSS can be significantly improved by using a Fuzzy TOPSIS framework in order to effectively assess fuzzy linguistic information while overcoming the existing precision gap between linguistic and numerical data, which is described in the Methodology Section. In this direction, the 2-tuple representation model can again be used throughout the process, towards ensuring the elimination of any loss of information caused by the approximation procedures, as presented in ([@bib30]) and ([@bib32]).

Finally, MACE-DSS features only a short collection of currently supported MCDA methodological frameworks, mostly oriented on the distance-based TOPSIS method. As the literature review indicates, other equally domain-popular methodologies (e.g. AHP, PROMETHEE, etc.) can address climate policy-related issues; incorporating them into the tool, can provide methodological diversity with the capacity to address problems of different nature, complexity or problematic.
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